
hybrid workplace analytics

Extend your analytics reach
Migrations to Office 365 can often take several 
months to complete.  Indeed, certain parts of 
your organization may need to remain hosted on-
premises for the foreseeable future.

With TransVault WpA-Sync, you can capture on-
premises Exchange mailbox and calendar activity 
and make it securely and seamlessly available to 
the cloud-based Workplace Analytics application. 

Get historic insights & trends 
By reviewing data and metrics that relate to staff 
whilst working on-premises, and continuing to do 
so once they’ve been migrated, WpA-Sync
enables Workplace Analytics to provide valuable 
‘before and after’ information.

This additional ‘pre-migration’ data means you 
can accurately assess the impact of Office 365 on 
staff productivity and working practices.  

Maintain privacy & compliance
With TransVault WpA-Sync you can redact and 
filter what gets synchronized (e.g. exclude 
subjects, body, attachments, etc).

And, as data is synchronized into Workplace 
Analytics, WpA-Sync delivers secure HTTPS, one-
step, end-to-end transfers with full chain-of-
custody, encryption and optional audit reports. 

This helps meet stringent legislation relating to 
the handling and protection of sensitive data, 
including the EU General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR).

Zero network impact
WpA-Sync delivers superior performance and 
includes scheduling policies that enable 
operation outside of core hours to  minimize 
impact on Exchange servers and your network.

Multi-lingual support
Support for synchronized data in Unicode format 
ensures Workplace Analytics can correctly 
process many different languages.

‘Set and forget it’ operation
TransVault WpA-Sync is delivered as a managed 
service.  Full workflow automation eases user and 
license administration, with auto-deletion of 
synchronized data and auto-assignment of 
Workplace Analytics licenses as soon as users are 
moved into Office 365.

A web dashboard provides synchronization status 
updates and identifies any issues.

Pre-requisites
TransVault WpA-Sync requires a hybrid Exchange 
2007+/Office 365 environment synchronized with 
Azure Active Directory using Azure AD Connect.  
Exchange mailbox impersonation permissions are 
also required.
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Microsoft’s Workplace Analytics delivers many 

powerful insights on how staff are working and 

collaborating by analysing email and calendar 

metadata in Microsoft Office 365. 

By adding TransVault WpA-Sync to their environment, 

hybrid organizations can get valuable, actionable 

insights across their entire workforce, not just that 
part of the organization that has transitioned into the 
cloud.

Key features
• Unbeatable performance

• Secure, end-to-end 
transfers over HTTPS

• Simple, automated 
deployment

• Optional support for 
archived content

• Full control over what gets 
synchronized

• International language 
support

Key benefits
• Zero impact on your 

network & email servers

• Minimal administration

• Supports the most 
complex environments

• Helps meet compliance & 
GDPR needs


